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Previously on Open Research Webinars

- **SmartCLIDE**: The Stairway to Cloud
- **ReachOut!**: Beta-Testing Platform for Collaborative Research Projects
- **BaSyx**: Making Industry 4.0 easy with Eclipse BaSyx
- **capra**: Extensible Traceability Management with Eclipse Capra
- **PDP4E**: From engineering methods and tools for privacy compliance to a community of open models
- **DECODER**: A New DevOps Toolbox for Software Code Exploration and Analysis
- **FASTEN**: Scaling Static Analysis to Ecosystems from Models to MLOps
Agenda

● Introduction & Welcome
  ○ Cédric Thomas (OW2) & Marco Jahn (Eclipse Foundation)

● On-going research to fuel and enhance Eclipse Steady
  ○ Serena Ponta (SAP)

● Sat4j, from the lab to OW2 with and for Eclipse
  ○ Daniel Le Berre (Université d’Artois)

● Wrap up
  ○ Marco Jahn (Eclipse Foundation) & Cédric Thomas (OW2)
We are recording...

The talks will be recorded.
Please mute your mic and turn off video if you wish to remain anonymous.
Asking questions

- Please raise your virtual hand(*) in zoom
- Or add the question to the chat

(*) From the Participants list
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

OW2con’22, June 8-9, online. The Call for Presentations is open (deadline February 27)

OW2 will celebrate its 15th anniversary in June in Paris. Save the date!
Eclipse Foundation and OW2 Announcements

FOSDEM’22 Online / 5 & 6 February 2022

OW2 Open Source Community
- Community advocacy theme
Established in 2007 as a non-profit organisation, OW2 is a "community of communities". Our mission is to make freely available a portfolio of open source software for enterprise information systems in...
- Join the conversation!
- OW2 Open Source Community stand events @ FOSDEM

Eclipse Foundation
- Community advocacy theme
The Eclipse Foundation provides our global community with a mature, scalable, and business-friendly environment for open source software collaboration and innovation. You may be familiar with the...
- Join the conversation!
- Eclipse Foundation stand events @ FOSDEM

Oniro Project
- Operating Systems theme
Oniro is an Eclipse Foundation project. A project based on the development of a distributed open source operating system, that means one single software able to talk, Interconnect and relate...
- Join the conversation!
- Oniro Project stand events @ FOSDEM
On-going research to fuel and enhance Eclipse Steady

Serena Ponta (SAP)
Sat4j, from the lab to OW2 with and for Eclipse

Daniel Le Berre (Université d’Artois)
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